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Next-generation cyber deception

The SaaS advantage:  
Threatwise™ migration tool
Managing and maintaining infrastructure inherently carries challenges. Costly hardware, regular updates, 
security vulnerabilities, and bug fixes are the most common drivers for the reoccurring investments in workforce, 
infrastructure, and software. The industry’s first cloud-delivered deception service, Threatwise, enables 
optimization capabilities to better spending, sustain a robust architecture, and maintain a strong security posture.

Enjoy a seamless, automated migration of your 
Threatwise on-premise software to Threatwise 
hosted to benefit from the SaaS advantage and 
future innovations.

SAAS-DELIVERED  
DECEPTION TECHNOLOGY

Data-minded deception service
Protect on-prem, cloud, and SaaS 
environments with Commvault’s risk-
aligned approach to proactive surface 
threats along the path to your data

• Risk-aligned best practices inline with Crown Jewel  

Analysis frameworks

• Built-in deployment recommendations

• Automated insight sharing across teams

Benefits of
SaaS-delivery

Upgrades, patches, 
and fixes built-in

Agile, lightweight 
deployment

Data-centric 
deception

Enterprise-
grade security

Reduced 
infrastructure 
footprint

Simplified 
management

Cost efficient solution
Optimize infrastructure spending 
with cyber deception delivered via 
Commvault® Cloud’s data  
security platform

• Automated service updates, patches, and bug fixes

• Baked-in feature upgrades and enhancements

• Simplified deployment and administration, with reduced  

infrastructure footprint

• Infinite scalability for comprehensive coverage across data estates

Robust security posture
Rely on powerful security architecture 
and controls to detect malicious 
activity and intent on your network 
without adding 3rd party risk

• Industry-leading security architecture with separate security domain, virtual 

air-gapped from source environments, and leading security controls built-in

• Advanced identity and access controls from anywhere based on a least 

privileges approach according to the Zero Trust model

• Automated security updates

• Hardened architecture ISO27001:2013 and SOC 2 Type II certified with 

security and privacy policies aligned to NIST 800-53

• Regular application and security assessments and vulnerability checks run 

by 3rd party provider

Step

Establish 
migration plan

Capture existing 
deployment and 
configuration

Setup cloud 
instance

Reassemble 
on-prem 
environment in 
the cloud

Test, validate, and 
finalize migration
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YOUR PATH TO THE CLOUD
Free conversion of existing TSOC (including your complete deception deployment and configuration)
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